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ABSTRACT
We study the stellar mass distribution for galaxies in 160 X-ray detected groups of 1013 <Log(M200/M⊙)<2×1014 and compare it with
that of galaxies in the field, to investigate the action of environment on the build up of the stellar mass. We highlight differences in
the build up of the passive population in the field, which imprint features in the distribution of stellar mass of passive galaxies at
Log(M/M⊙)< 10.5. The gradual diminishing of the effect when moving to groups of increasing total masses indicates that the growing
influence of the environment in bound structures is responsible for the build up of a quenched component at Log(M/M⊙)< 10.5.
Differently, the stellar mass distribution of star forming galaxies is similar in shape in all the environments, and can be described by
a single Schechter function both in groups and in the field. Little evolution is seen up to redshift 1. Nevertheless at z=0.2–0.4 groups
with M200 <6×1013M⊙ (low mass groups) tend to have a characteristic mass for star forming galaxies which is 50% higher than in
higher mass groups; we interpret it as a reduced action of environmental processes in such systems.
Furthermore we analyse the distribution of sSFR–Log(M) in groups and in the field, and find that groups show on average a lower sSFR
(by ∼0.2 dex) at z<0.8. Accordingly, we find that the fraction of star forming galaxies is increasing with redshift in all environments,
but at a faster pace in the denser ones.
Finally our analysis highlights that low mass groups have a higher fraction (by 50%) of the stellar mass locked in star forming galaxies
than higher mass systems (i.e. 2/3 of their stellar mass).
Key words. galaxy groups – galaxy evolution
1. Introduction
The galaxy stellar mass function (GSMF) is a very important
diagnostic to perform a census of galaxy properties, and pro-
vides powerful means of comparison between the populations of
galaxies in different environments.
Historically, the luminosity function has been the first diagnostic
used to study the distribution of galaxy properties, since a mag-
nitude is a more direct observable than mass (Schechter 1976;
Binggeli et al. 1988). However, the development of stellar popu-
lation synthesis models and deep multi–wavelength surveys have
greatly improved our ability to estimate the stellar mass content
in galaxies. We can now study the distribution in stellar mass,
a parameter which is more directly linked to the total mass of a
galaxy.
The galaxy stellar mass function is important for both cosmol-
ogy and galaxy evolution to better understand the connection be-
tween galaxy and dark matter distributions, and their link to the
environment. In particular, the shape of the GSMF and its evo-
lution give very important insights into the processes that con-
tribute to the growth in stellar mass of galaxies with time and
⋆ Visiting astronomer at Max-Planck-Institut fuer extraterrestrische
Physik, Giessenbachstrasse 1, D-85748 Garching, Germany
that drive the formation and evolution of galaxies in different
environments.
The GSMF has been extensively studied in deep fields, for galax-
ies of different colors and morphological types (Bundy et al.
2006; Baldry et al. 2008; Pozzetti et al. 2010) and in dif-
ferent environments (Balogh et al. 2001; Yang et al. 2009;
Vulcani et al. 2010a). Its shape has been described by a
Schechter function (Schechter 1976), that is an empirical model
also used to describe the luminosity function. When fitted to the
data, the shape of this function changes both as a function of the
galaxy type (star–forming/passive, or morphological type) and
of the environment (Balogh et al. 2001; Bolzonella et al. 2010;
Yang et al. 2009).
The low-mass end of the galaxy stellar mass function is
an important constrain for galaxy formation models, which
generally overpredict the observed number of dwarf galaxies
(Weinmann et al. 2011). The availability of deeper optical and
infrared data enabled a study of the low mass end of the GSMF,
showing a more complicated behaviour than a single Schechter
function. This result was already suggested by luminosity func-
tion studies, where an excess of faint galaxies has been revealed
both in deep fields (Baldry et al. 2004; Trentham & Tully 2002;
Blanton et al. 2005) and in studies focused on galaxy clusters
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and groups (Wilson et al. 1997; Hilton et al. 2005; Popesso et al.
2005; Gonza´lez et al. 2006). In the light of these results, different
authors suggested that the GSMF may be better described by a
multicomponent model, such as a double power law (Yang et al.
2009) or a double Schechter function obtained by adding a
second Schechter function, with a steep negative slope and a
lower characteristic mass (Driver et al. 1994; Baldry et al. 2008;
Drory et al. 2009).Thereby the first term, φ1(M), is identified
with a population of massive galaxies and the second term,
φ2(M), with a population of low mass galaxies.
From a theoretical point of view, the shape of the Schechter func-
tion (characterized by a slope and a characteristic mass) calls for
a physical interpretation. On one hand, a mass function with a
steep rising slope at low stellar masses is a generic prediction of
CDM models (White & Rees 1978), if galaxies follow the un-
derlying halos and sub-halos mass distribution. Differences be-
tween the shape of the galaxies and dark matter mass distribu-
tion are likely driven by non-gravitational processes connected
with star–formation and feedback in galaxies; therefore the slope
of the GSMF is an important constraint for the modelling of
non gravitational processes. On the other hand, the characteris-
tic mass which defines the knee of the GSMF (M∗) is interpreted
as a threshold where galaxy growth by star formation is not an
efficient process, and is overruled by growth through merging
processes (Khochfar & Silk 2009). Moreover, simulations have
shown that the steep cut-off at high stellar masses can be repro-
duced by taking into account feedback from supermassive black
holes as a main ingredients in galaxy evolution(Croton et al.
2006).
With the advent of large multi-wavelength surveys, data
achieved a sufficient enough accuracy to provide a guideline for
galaxy evolution models. Peng et al. (2010) demonstrated the
fruitfulness of a data–based approach: starting from observed
properties of the galaxy distribution in SDSS DR7 and zCOS-
MOS, these authors devise a simple description of how star for-
mation is quenched in the global galaxy population. When this
model is applied to a simulated sample of galaxies, it correctly
reproduces the observed GSMF in the global field.
Since a large fraction of the universal stellar mass is formed in
galaxy groups (Mtot <1014 M⊙ ; Crain et al. 2009), it is crucial
to study the GSMF in these environments to have a complete
understanding of the mass assembly. Another intriguing aspect
of studying galaxy groups is the compelling evidence that most
of the pre-processing of galaxies occurs in groups’-sized halos
(van den Bosch et al. 2008; Wetzel et al. 2011) before falling in
more massive structures. Furthermore, groups of galaxies exhibit
a correlation between the baryon fraction locked in stars and the
group mass (Giodini et al. 2009; McGaugh et al. 2010), suggest-
ing that low mass systems are the most effective environment for
the conversion of baryons into stars. Our aim is to use the GSMF
as a tool to shed light on this phenomenon and constrain the stel-
lar mass content of these systems.
Deep X–ray surveys, as the one performed on COSMOS
(Scoville et al. 2007; Hasinger et al. 2007), provide for the first
time enough information to perform a statistical study on a large
sample of X–ray selected galaxy groups.
We investigate the GSMF of the X–ray selected groups in the
COSMOS 2 degs2 field and compare it to that of clusters and
the field. The COSMOS survey provides a unique database of
photometric and spectroscopic data, together with deep X–ray
data from XMM and Chandra, and the largest catalog of X–ray
detected groups up to now. We take advantage of the X–ray data
to provide a definition of environments based on the depth of the
dark matter potential well, dividing between low mass and high
mass groups. Furthermore, X-ray information provides evidence
for a gravitationally bound nature of the identified groups and a
better total mass proxy, giving a more solid basis for subsequent
conclusions.
This paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we describe the
sample of X–ray detected groups (2.1) and the sample of group
member galaxies (in 2.2 ). In section 3 we present and analyze
the GSMF for the COSMOS X–ray selected galaxy groups, com-
paring it with that of the field; in section 4 we study the frac-
tion of baryons in galaxies in high and low mass groups and in
section 5 we compare the stellar mass fractions obtained in this
work with other values in the literature. Finally in section 6 we
study the distribution of specific star formation rate in the differ-
ent environments. Results are discussed in section 7.
We adopt a ΛCDM cosmological model (Ωm = 0.27,ΩΛ = 0.73)
with H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1.
2. The sample
2.1. Galaxy groups in the COSMOS survey
The COSMOS field provides the largest catalog of X–ray
selected groups obtained in a contiguous fields up to now. The
catalog of COSMOS X–ray selected groups (status July 2010)
contains 276 extended sources detected from a wavelet scale-
wise reconstruction. The detection is performed on the co-added
XMM-Newton and Chandra images, where point like sources
have been subtracted from each dataset (Finoguenov et al. 2009;
Leauthaud et al. 2010), and setting 4σ as a threshold for the
source detection. A detailed description of the extraction of
X–ray characteristics is given in Finoguenov et al. (2007).
The wealth of information available in the COSMOS data-
base enables the optical identification of the groups both
using photometric and spectroscopic data. Each group has
been identified using a refined red-sequence technique as
detailed in Finoguenov et al. (2010). Furthermore, spectro-
scopic identification of groups has been achieved through
the zCOSMOS-BRIGHT program (Lilly et al. 2009), targeted
follow-up using IMACS/Magellan (Finoguenov et al. 2007) and
FORS2/VLT (Finoguenov et al. in prep.), as well as through
secondary targets on Keck runs by the COSMOS collaboration.
Following identification, the redshift of the individual groups
is assigned on the basis of the available spectroscopy, or from
the average photometric redshift of the red-sequence galaxies
when less than two spectroscopic redshifts are available. The
center of a galaxy group corresponds to the emission peak of
the associated X-ray source. This X-ray center can be difficult
to identify when the associated source is at the X-ray detection
limit or a system is visually classified as a merger. In both cases
a new center is assigned, which corresponds to the position
of the most massive galaxy located near the X-ray center. A
statistical treatment of the uncertainty in selecting the groups’
center can be found in George et al. (2011). The robustness
of the centring is evaluated through visual inspection and is
expressed by a quality flag for each entry of the COSMOS
X-ray group catalog. For the present analysis we have excluded
groups having an uncertain optical counterpart or multiple ones
(i.e. with a flag > 3).
The X–ray detected groups span a large range of X–ray lumi-
nosities (5×1040–3×1043 erg/sec) and redshifts (0.08–1.9). We
limit the sample to 0.2<z<1.0, to ensure high quality photomet-
ric redshift (Ilbert et al. 2009) and a sufficient volume sampling.
Also, we discard X–ray groups that fall outside the SUBARU
area, and therefore have incomplete photometry (marked in red
2
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Table 1: Characteristic of the Subsamples of COSMOS Groups
Redshift LOW MASS HIGH MASS
N Log(M200)a [M⊙] N Log(M200)a [M⊙]
0.2<z<0.4 51 2.1×1013 8 8.2×1013
0.4<z<0.6 20 3.5×1013 3 -
0.6<z<0.8 35 3.5×1013 3 -
0.8<z<1.0 17 4.2×1013 24 6.7×1013
Notes. (a) Median mass of the subsample.
in Figure 1). After this selection we obtain a sample of 160
X–ray groups out of which 132 (82% of the sample) have at
least three spectroscopic members within R200 while 145 have
at least two (90%).
The total masses of the X-ray groups are derived from the
empirical LX–M2001 relation determined in Leauthaud et al.
(2010) via weak lensing analysis. The resulting sample of X–ray
detected groups ranges between 1×1013 and 2×1014 M⊙ in total
mass with a median of 3.5×1013 M⊙ .
We divide the group sample into 4 redshift bins between
z=0.2–1.0, spanning 0.2 in redshift each (0.2–0.4, 0.4–0.6,
0.6–0.8, 0.8–1.0).
To study the behaviour of the galaxy stellar mass function as a
function of the group mass, we divide the groups in two bins of
M200. We choose 6×1013 M⊙ as the threshold between low mass
and high mass systems. This choice allows to maintain a similar
median mass in the two mass bins and across the redshift range,
maximizing the number of systems used. In this way, even if our
sample is not mass complete for the lower mass groups, we can
compare systems with on average similar properties at different
redshifts. Nevertheless, at redshift 0.8–1.0 the median mass in
the lower mass bin is a factor of two higher than in the lowest
redshift bin, due to the decreased X–ray sensitivity to low mass
systems.
Moreover due to the very low number of high mass systems in
the redshift bins 0.4–0.6 and 0.6–0.8 (1 and 2, respectively), we
choose not to perform the analysis at these redshifts.
In Table 1 we lists the characteristics of each groups subsample
used in the following analysis; Figure 1 shows the distribution
of M200 as a function of the redshift for the group sample and
the division in subsamples.
2.2. Galaxies in the COSMOS groups
We use the COSMOS catalogue with photometric redshifts de-
rived from 30 broad and medium bands described in Ilbert et al.
(2009) and Capak et al. (2007) (version 1.8). We limit the galaxy
selection to those brighter than i+AB=25, in order to ensure the
accuracy of the photometric redshift to be within 0.03×(1+z),
as shown in Figure 9 in Ilbert et al. (2009). At this magnitude
limit the detection completeness is > 90% (Capak et al. 2007).
Furthermore we apply an additional infrared magnitude cut at
K<24 to limit the possible degeneracies in the photo-z and to en-
sure the reliability of the star/galaxy separation performed in the
catalog by evaluation of the spectral energy distribution (SED)
of each object.
The X–ray characteristics of galaxy groups provide R200 as a
scale radius to define individual systems. Candidate members
1 M200 is the mass enclosed in a circular region of radius R200 within
which the average density is 200 times the critical density of the uni-
verse at a given redshift.
Fig. 1: Distribution of M200 as a function of redshift for the X–ray de-
tected groups in the COSMOS survey up to z=1.0. The black
filled circles are the COSMOS groups used in this work. Red
open circles mark the systems excluded from the analysis be-
cause out of the SUBARU area. Empty circles mark low sig-
nificance and low quality groups excluded from the analysis.
Rectangles show the redshift bins in which the sample is di-
vided, while the dashed lines show the threshold we used to de-
fine “high mass“ and “low mass“ groups (6×1013M⊙).
are defined as all the galaxies within a projected distance equal
to R200 from the X-ray centroid of a group and within 0.02 (1
+ z) from its redshift (given in the X-ray catalog).To study the
GSMF we use the stellar mass of individual galaxies computed
from their best-fit broad-band spectral energy distributions, as
described in Ilbert et al. (2010), computed assuming a Chabrier
initial mass function (Chabrier 2003). The typical error on the
stellar mass of a galaxy is 0.12 dex2, roughly half of that on the
stellar mass estimated from the K-band absolute magnitude as-
suming a M/L ratio (see Giodini et al. 2009).
It is worth stressing that both the stellar mass for individual
galaxies and the initial mass function (IMF) used in this paper
are different than those used in Giodini et al. 2009, where masses
where computed from K-band photometry and the assumed IMF
was that from Salpeter (1955). Differences between SED and K-
band stellar masses are discussed in Ilbert et al. (2010), while
changing between a Salpeter and a Chabrier IMF reduces the
stellar masses of ∼0.25 dex. Since we select a magnitude lim-
ited sample, we can ensure to observe all galaxies above a mass
threshold (completeness stellar mass), which is redshift depen-
dent. To estimate the completeness mass we consider the galax-
ies in the faintest 20% of our sample and derive the stellar mass
(Mlim) they would have if their apparent magnitude was equal to
the sample limiting magnitude (i.e. iAB=25). Then we define as
completeness mass the value of the 95% percentile of the dis-
tribution in Mlim (the same method is applied in Pozzetti et al.
2010): galaxies above this stellar mass limit define an 80% com-
plete sample in stellar mass. We calculate this at the upper limit
2 The quoted error is the median of the errors on the individual stellar
masses. Those are statistical errors computed once the model that best
describes the galaxy SED is fixed. Larger systematics effects may be
present when comparing mass estimated with a different set of models
(Longhetti & Saracco 2009).
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Table 2: Completeness Galaxy Stellar Mass.
Redshift Log(Mcomp,passive) [M⊙] Log(Mcomp,SFG) [M⊙]
0.2<z<0.4 8.6 8.4
0.4<z<0.6 9.1 8.9
0.6<z<0.8 9.6 9.3
0.8<z<1.0 9.9 9.8
of each of the redshift bins in which the groups’ sample is di-
vided, separately for star forming and passive galaxies (pas-
sive galaxies have a slightly higher completeness mass than star
forming galaxies). The ensuing values represent the stellar mass
completeness as a function of redshift for our sample (Table 2).
It is known that the distribution of galaxy properties is gener-
ally bimodal, being different for star-forming and passive galax-
ies (Strateva et al. 2001). When studying galaxy evolution it is
therefore very important to separate the two populations: for
this purpose we use the spectroscopic types attributed to indi-
vidual galaxies as a by–product of the photo-z determination,
on the basis of their best-fit broad-band spectral energy dis-
tributions (SEDs). In particular, passive galaxies in the photo-
metric catalog are those which have as a best fit to the spec-
tral energy distribution an early type galaxy template. In the
COSMOS photometric catalog these galaxies have an SED type
between 1 and 8 (for details on the templates see Ilbert et al.
2009; Polletta et al. 2007). These SED types represent a pas-
sive population consistent with an E/S0/Sa population selected
morphologically (Ilbert et al. 2010). As shown in Figure 2, the
galaxies in this category largely overlap with the associated
sequence of red, passively evolving galaxies identified in rest
frame NUV–R>3.5 (dust corrected), according to the classifica-
tion of Ilbert et al. (2009). In particular, the spread of the pas-
sive galaxies population in NUV–R at the lowest redshift bin is
consistent with that found by Donahue et al. (2010) for brightest
cluster galaxies in the REXCESS cluster sample.
Note that in Figure 2 the depletion of the red clump at low stellar
masses at z>0.6 reflects the passive evolution of galaxies and not
due to incompleteness: indeed, as shown in Juneau et al. (2005),
galaxies of Mstellar <1010.8M⊙ evolve from a bursting to quies-
cent star formation at z≤1.
It is important to notice that our classification for a star form-
ing galaxy is different from those based on spectroscopic infor-
mation (e.g. [OII] or Hα flux) or UV flux: the latter are sensi-
tive only to very recent episodes of star formation (up to ∼108
years ago), while the SED contains also information from the
rest frame optical emission which is sensitive to stellar popula-
tions with ages between 108–109 years. Having this in mind, we
can understand why some very red galaxies in Figure 2 are clas-
sified as star forming when considering the spectrophotometric
classification.
2.3. Galaxy stellar mass function of COSMOS groups
The distribution of galaxy stellar mass is obtained as follows.
For each bin of redshift and total mass the observed background
subtracted mass distribution for the COSMOS X–ray selected
groups can be expressed as:
φ(M) = 1
Vz


n∑
i
N(M)i
 − Nb(M)
 (1)
where N indicates the member galaxies, Nb is the contribution to
the observed counts due to field galaxies, VZ is the volume sam-
pled by X–ray groups and n is the number of systems in each bin
Fig. 2: NUV–R rest frame color (dust corrected) of galaxies within X–
ray selected groups versus stellar mass. Red and blue symbols
mark the classification as passive and star forming galaxies ac-
cording to the spectrophotometric flag in the photometric cata-
log. Passive galaxies overlap with the associated sequence of red
galaxies identified in rest frame NUV–R>3.5 and marked by the
vertical line (Ilbert et al. 2009). The solid horizontal line marks
the completeness stellar mass for passive galaxies at each red-
shift.
of redshift and total mass. The volume sampled by X–ray groups
is computed as a sum of comoving spherical volumes with radius
equal to R200.
N(M) is obtained by direct counting of the member galaxies
above the completeness stellar mass in bins of 0.25 dex in stellar
mass. In order to obtain the composite stellar mass distribution
in the group galaxies we statistically correct each stellar mass
bin for the contribution of background galaxies by subtracting
the background galaxy distribution. The background distribu-
tion, Nb(M), consist of all the galaxies in the same redshift bin
as the groups which are lying outside R200 of any groups (here-
after called “field galaxies”). This distribution is renormalized
by a factor Vout/Vcylinder, with Vout being the volume outside
group’s R200 and Vcylinder the volume where member galaxies
are counted (see previous Section). We compute the background
distribution from the whole survey field so that it is less affected
by local fluctuations in the number density due to the large scale
structure surrounding groups. However, works on the luminos-
ity function based on SDSS data show that there is little differ-
ence between using a local and global background subtraction
(Goto et al. 2003; Popesso et al. 2005).
It is worth noticing that our definition of field galaxies include
those that do not reside in X-ray selected groups in our sample,
but are not isolated and part of non-detected systems. In order
to estimate possible contamination from surrounding large scale
structure we repeat our analysis removing from the field galax-
ies’ sample those within 1-4× R200 of each groups (which mean
considering only galaxies outside the turnaround radius of mas-
sive halos), and we do not find significant differences in the en-
suing results.
The total uncertainties on φ(M) consist of the uncertainties on
the stellar mass measurement and Poissonian errors. The former
are estimated via a Montecarlo simulation that redistributes the
4
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galaxies according to their 1σ confidence interval on the stel-
lar mass estimate (as given in the photometric catalog). The
Poissonian uncertainty is the 1σ variance for the low count
regime computed as in Gehrels (1986).
To test our determination of the GSMF in the groups and in
the field, we compare it with other results at low redshift:
in Figure 3 we show the GSMF of all galaxies in low mass
groups compared to those determined by Balogh et al. (2001)
and Yang et al. (2009) using 2MASS and SDSS data respec-
tively. The COSMOS field GSMF is compared with that of
Baldry et al. (2008).
The GSMF we obtain for the field compares remarkably well
with the independent determination by Baldry et al. (2008; red
dashed line) on a spectroscopic sample, indicating that system-
atics on the stellar mass determination are under control, at least
for the global distribution. The comparison with the groups’ stel-
lar mass distribution found by Yang et al. (2009) is very encour-
aging, since the good agreement indicates that our group selec-
tion does not bias the galaxy distribution when compared to op-
tically detected groups. We also find good agreement with the
stellar mass distribution obtained by converting the K-band lu-
minosity function found by Balogh et al. (2001). This suggests
that our results can be easily compared also with those obtained
in surveys where stellar masses for individual galaxies are not
available.
Once tested that the global stellar mass distributions are robust
when compared with previous studies, we proceed dividing the
galaxy population between star forming and passive objects. In
Figure 4 we show the composite, background subtracted stel-
lar mass distributions of star-forming and passive galaxies in the
COSMOS X–ray selected groups. The contribution of low and
high mass groups is considered separately. Given the small num-
ber of systems, the stellar mass distribution of high mass groups
at redshifts 0.4–0.6 and 0.6–0.8 cannot be robustly determined
and is not used for the analysis.
We also show as a comparison the distribution of galaxy stellar
mass in the field, defined as all coeval galaxies outside bound
X–ray emitting structures. To enable the comparison in Figure
4, we normalize the distributions to their respective overdensity
δ (over the critical one) at the redshift considered. The values of
δ used are 200 for the groups and 1 for the field.
In Appendix A we list the galaxy stellar mass distributions for
low and high mass groups in COSMOS at different redshifts.
3. Parametrization of the composite GSMF
3.1. Star Forming Galaxies
The binned distribution of stellar mass for star forming galax-
ies can be described by a Schechter function with slope α and
characteristic mass M∗:
φs(Log(M)) = φ∗
(
Log(M)
Log(M∗)
)α+1
e
− Log(M)Log(M∗ ) (2)
where M is the stellar mass.
We perform Montecarlo simulations of the galaxy distribution to
quantify the effect of uncertainties on the shape of the observed
galaxy stellar mass function. The observed distribution is mod-
ified by the effect of uncertainties on the stellar mass, that con-
volves the true mass distribution with the stellar mass error dis-
tribution. We can take this effect into account by modelling the
stellar mass error distribution. The distribution of stellar mass
uncertainties can be described at the first order as a Gaussian
in log-space with rms σLog(M) equal to 0.12 dex, which is the
Fig. 3: Comparison of the galaxy stellar mass distribution for all galax-
ies in the COSMOS area (light gray) and X–ray detected low
mass groups at z=0.2–0.4 (black circles). The dashed red line
marks the GSMF obtained by Baldry et al. (2008) for the field.
Green square show the GSMF of an optically selected groups
sample from SDSS. The dashed black line marks the galaxy stel-
lar mass function by Balogh et al. (2001) estimated for a sam-
ple of optically detected groups in the Las Campanas Redshift
Survey (Christlein 2000) with velocity dispersion less the 400
km s−1.
typical error on the stellar mass measurement (see Section 2.2).
Montecarlo simulations of the galaxy distribution confirmed that
the true distribution is correctly recovered by using a single gaus-
sian convolution, even if the error distribution may be more com-
plicated.
Therefore the observed galaxy stellar mass function is then given
by:
φ(Log(M)) = 1√
2πσLog(M)
∫
φs e
−(Log(M′ )−Log(M))2
2σ2Log(M) dLog(M′) (3)
In galaxy groups the observed stellar mass distributions are the
sum of the background and the true Schechter function con-
volved with the distribution of uncertainties. By fitting this con-
volved function to the observations, the Schechter function φs
thus determined describes the “true” mass function which would
be measured in absence of uncertainties on the stellar mass.
Due to the low number of counts in some stellar mass bins
(at high stellar mass), χ2 minimization is not an appropriate
technique and therefore we use a maximum likelihood fitting
method. We maximize the logarithmic likelihood (Log(ℓ)) that
the model may describe our data with respect to the Schechter
parameters; 1σ confidence levels on the best fitting parameters
are obtained by identifying the interval at which −2Log(ℓ) is
lower by 1 than at its maximum. We verified through Montecarlo
simulations that our method could recover the correct Schechter
function, as well as the size of the parameter uncertainties.
The Schechter parameters obtained for the most likely function
are listed in Table 3, together with the 1σ confidence intervals. In
Figure 5 and 6 we show the best fit Schechter functions (in cyan)
for star forming galaxies in low mass and high mass groups re-
spectively, plotted over the observed background subtracted stel-
lar mass distribution.
A visual inspection of Figure 4 (upper panel) suggests that the
distributions at low stellar mass seem remarkably similar in
groups and the field at all redshifts. We can confirm this in a
quantitative way by comparing the values of α found in groups
and the field. The slope is compatible with being the same in all
5
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Fig. 4: Upper plot: Galaxy stellar mass distributions of star forming galaxies in the field (squares),low mass groups (black points) and high mass
groups (magenta triangles). Different panels show different redshift bins. In each panel the vertical line marks the completeness stellar
mass. The distributions are normalized to their respective overdensity δ (over the critical one) at the redshift considered. The values of δ
used are 200 for the groups while we assume an overdensity of 1 for the field. Lower plot: Same as the upper panel but for passive galaxies.
6
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Fig. 5: Schechter function fit to the GSMF for star forming galaxies in low mass groups. The dashed line marks the convolved Schechter function
and the solid one the “true” Schechter function (all fitting parameters free). The vertical line marks the completeness stellar mass.
Fig. 6: Schechter function fit to the GSMF for star forming galaxies in high mass groups. The dashed line marks the convolved Schechter function
and the solid one the “true” Schechter function (all fitting parameters free). The vertical line marks the completeness stellar mass.
environments and it does not show a significant evolution over
the whole redshift range (but for the last redshift bin, where the
derived slope may be artificially flat as discussed in the next sec-
tion).
This similarity is not confirmed when looking at the high stellar
mass part of the distribution. At low redshifts the characteristic
mass of low mass and high mass groups is offset, with the one
of low mass groups being higher. When considering the single-
parameter uncertainties on M∗ (listed in Table 3 ), the discrep-
ancy is not statistically significant (∼1σ). Nevertheless it is in-
teresting to consider the effect of the correlation with the slope α
as shown in Figure 7, where we draw the iso-likelihood contour
for the combination of best fitting α and M∗, corresponding to
68.3, 95.4 and 99% confidence levels (corresponding to 1, 2, 2.5
sigma).
As can be seen from the plot, for any common value of α be-
tween the high and low mass groups contour region, the M∗ is
different at more than 2σ. Therefore if α is the same in high and
low mass groups, the significance of a discrepancy in the charac-
teristic mass is enhanced, which suggest the bulk of star forming
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Fig. 7: Confidence ellipses on the Schechter parameters estimated for
the mass function of star forming galaxies in the field (black),
low mass groups (red) and high mass groups (blue). Contours
correspond to −2Log(ℓ) differences above the maximum of
2.30,6.17 and 9.21 representing confidence level of α equal to
68.3, 95.4 and 99% respectively.
galaxies being more massive in low mass groups.
Furthermore, the values of characteristic mass we find for star
forming galaxies in the field and in groups are consistent with
those estimated in Bolzonella et al. (2010) for low density (D1)
and high density (D4) environments, respectively. A hint of the
offset we observe between M∗ in differently dense environment
could be seen also using the Bolzonella et al. (2010) values.
However the large uncertainties on their estimates strongly af-
fect any conclusion in this respect.
We also note that the characteristic mass of star forming galaxies
in all the environments is remarkably stable across the redshift
range. This finding confirms aand extend to the regime of groups
that by Ilbert et al. (2010), who found the same redshift indepen-
dence in the global galaxy stellar mass distribution.
On the other hand it is known that the fraction of star form-
ing galaxies decreases with time in massive clusters (Butcher-
Oemler effect; Butcher & Oemler 1978) and that denser envi-
ronments are dominated by non star forming galaxies.
Figure 8 shows the fraction of star forming galaxies with
Log( MstellarM⊙ )>9.8 in the different environments and as a function
of redshift. In this plot we can appreciate how the star forming
galaxies’ fraction decreases towards lower redshifts in all the en-
vironments, but at different paces. The fraction of star forming
galaxies in the field evolves slowly with time, confirming the
slow evolution in the field, where environmental processes are
less important. Within low and high mass groups, instead, the
decrease in the contribution of star forming galaxies as a func-
tion of redshift is more noticeable and stronger in the most mas-
sive systems. Interestingly at redshifts 0.2–0.4 low mass groups
exhibit 50% more star forming galaxies than high mass groups.
We compare our result with that of Vulcani et al. (2010a) who
use sample of massive systems (with velocity dispersion larger
than 500 km/s, which translates roughly in M200 >1014 M⊙ ) at
redshift ∼0.1 and ∼0.8. These clusters exhibit an even lower star-
forming galaxy fraction at low redshift, when compared with the
COSMOS groups. This finding points towards galaxy groups be-
Fig. 8: Fraction of star forming galaxies above Log(M/M⊙)=9.8 in the
field (black crosses), low mass (grey large circles), high mass
groups (magenta triangles). The green stars mark the fraction of
late type galaxies observed in massive clusters by Vulcani et al.
(2010a)
ing an intermediate environment in terms of star forming galaxy
content, when compared to lower and higher mass systems, and
it indicates an extension of the Butcher-Oemler effect to galaxy
groups. It is also interesting to note that the differences among
the various environments increase with time, indicating a faster
evolution of the fraction of star forming galaxies in more mas-
sive groups.
3.2. Considerations
When fitting a Schechter function to the galaxy stellar mass dis-
tribution, we consider only the stellar mass bins not affected by
incompleteness, in order to ensure a robust estimation of the pa-
rameters. If the model adequately represents the data, restricting
the range where the fit is performed should not affect the final re-
sult (except for increasing the uncertainties on the parameters).
However, when using at redshift 0.2–0.4 the same limit in stel-
lar mass as at high redshift, the resulting best fit slope is flatter
(near to -1.0) and the associated error increases by a factor of
two. Therefore, the slope estimated in the previous section at
z=0.2–0.4 (∼-1.4) is still within 1.5 σ the newly estimated one,
while the same is not true at high redshift where the steep slope
found at low redshift is rejected at more than 3 sigma signifi-
cance. As a further test, we perform a fit of 50 Montecarlo re-
alizations of the observed GSMF of low mass groups at z=0.2–
0.4, using logM=8.35 and 10.0 M⊙ as limiting masses. While
the former leads to a slope steeper than -1.3 as best fit solution
in the majority of the cases, the same happens only in 11 out of
50 cases when using the highest limiting mass. Furthermore the
means of the two distributions of best fitting slopes with high
and low limiting mass differ at ∼2 sigma significance.
The previous test tells us that probably a single Schechter func-
tion is not the most adequate model to describe the stellar mass
distribution of star forming galaxies, and that more information
is contained in the low mass part of the distribution. However,
it is possible to pinpoint the steep slope of the function only
with deep data (e.g. log(M/M⊙ )<10.0), and this may explain
why other works on galaxy groups performed with shallower
data find flatter slopes than ours (e.g. Yang et al 2009). However,
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since the aim of this paper is a first characterization of the GSMF
of galaxy groups to be compared with other observations and
galaxy evolution models which adopt a single Schechter descrip-
tion, we also assume this prescription and leave a more detailed
analysis of the shape of the low mass GSMF to a future work.
The test above suggests that at high redshift, the slope may be
artificially flat, due to the lack of deeper data. The data points
below the completeness mass can potentially identify an artifi-
cially flat slope, as they represents lower limits. For high-mass
groups at redshift 0.8-1.0, the first two points below the com-
pleteness mass are higher than the prediction from the best-fit
model with a flat slope. We therefore re-fit the slope including
these two data points, and find a steeper slope (∼1.2) compatible
within 1σ with that found at low redshift. In the following we
use this result instead of the artificially flat fit above the com-
pleteness mass, noting that if we would have deeper data, the
slope would even be somewhat steeper.
3.3. Passive Galaxies
As can be seen in Fig. 4, the observed stellar mass distribution of
passive galaxies is characterized by a different shape than that of
star forming galaxies in both subsamples of groups and the field.
In groups the distributions flatten at low masses. Conversely,
in the field the low mass distribution exhibits a “dip” around
log(M/M⊙ )∼9.5-10.0.
This behaviour can be hardly described by a single Schechter
function: previous works suggested that this more complicated
shape is produced by two different populations of galaxies,
each with a GSMF described by a single Schechter function.
Following this prescription we parametrize the galaxy stellar
mass function with a sum of two Schechter functions where
φ2 accounts for the steep rising slope towards low masses (sec-
ondary component) and φ1 for the flatter slope at high masses
(primary component).
If the galaxy stellar mass function stems from two classes of
galaxies, it is reasonable to assume that at least one of them
has something in common with the distribution of star forming
galaxies, especially if the process that has quenched the star for-
mation is fast enough to prevent their further growth in stellar
mass via star formation.
It is also reasonable to assume that this would happen more
likely for galaxies of low mass, that are more strongly affected
by environmental effects. Therefore, assuming that low mass
quenched galaxies stem directly from the distribution of star
forming galaxies, we set the M∗ of the low mass component (M∗2)
to that found for star forming galaxies.
On the other hand, massive galaxies are generally segregated to-
wards the center of the potential well of a group because of dy-
namical friction, where merging episodes are more likely to oc-
cur. This may produce some change in the characteristic mass of
the primary component from that of star forming galaxies, there-
fore we leave this parameter as free.
It is also true that M∗ for star forming galaxies is remarkably sta-
ble across the cosmic time. Thus we may assume that star for-
mation and its shut off are acting at the same pace for massive
galaxies following Peng et al. (2010). Translating this assump-
tion into requirements on the fitting parameters, the α1 can be
fixed to
α1 = αS FG + (1 + β) (4)
where β is the slope of the specific star formation rate (sSFR)–
stellar mass relation (Peng et al. 2010). In first approximation
β can be set to zero, since the dependence of the sSFR on
the stellar mass is found to be very weak (Elbaz et al. 2007;
Noeske et al. 2007). However, given that at high redshift αS FG
can be eventually affected by systematics discussed in Section
3.2, we also consider the case where the value of α1 is fixed to
-0.4 at z>0.4 .
Furthermore, since at redshift larger than 0.4 the high com-
pleteness mass prevents us from constraining the slope of the
secondary component, we fixed it to that found at low redshift.
In Figures 9 and 10 we show the resulting best fit Schechter
functions over–plotted to the background subtracted observed
stellar mass distribution for low and high mass groups respec-
tively.
In Table 4 we list the best fitting Schechter parameters. In some
cases at high redshift we are unable to constrain the secondary
component, and the formal best fit φ2 results in a negative value.
In these cases we did not fit the second component and we set
φ2=0.
We find evidence for a steeply rising slope at low stellar
masses in the mass function of passive galaxies in the field.
To ensure the robustness of the measure against a contamina-
tion from star forming galaxies, we repeat the slope estimation
with the additional condition of SFR<10−2 M⊙ y−1 and NUV-R
color larger than 3.5. The latter is the same condition applied in
Ilbert et al. (2009) to select quiescent galaxies. In both cases the
steepness of the slope is confirmed.
We also test against contamination from catastrophic errors in
the photometric redshift determination of high redshift galaxies.
Such galaxies, being faint, will be assigned a low mass and may
contribute to the lower part of the galaxy stellar mass distribu-
tion. We scale the distribution in i magnitude of the galaxies with
z>1 by an upper limit of 20% catastrophic failures, as estimated
by Ilbert et al. (2009) at i >23, and we find that the contami-
nation becomes important only at i >26, well beyond our limit-
ing magnitude. Therefore contamination from misidentified high
redshift galaxies can be ruled out as an explanation for the steep-
ness of the observed slope.
We also test against the contamination from the outskirts of the
large scale structure by repeating the analysis with a more con-
servative selection of the background, removing galaxies within
3×R200 from the center of a group. Also in this case the GSMF
show a steep slope at low mass, confirming the robustness of our
finding as a feature of the field.
At low redshift, the secondary slope in the field appears to be
significantly steeper than that found for star forming galaxies
(∼-1.8 when compared to ∼-1.4, with a difference at the 7σ
level). This indicates that the quenching of low mass galaxies
may be more complicated than that predicted by simple models
of galaxy evolution (Peng et al. 2010). Indeed, if the observed
stellar mass distribution of star forming galaxies is the same as
that of the progenitors of the quenched galaxies, our finding sug-
gests that during the process of quenching this distribution is not
conserved. Unfortunately we cannot well constrain the slope at
higher redshift due to incompleteness, but we can fit the points
also below the completeness threshold to obtain a lower limit to
the slope. The estimated lower limits indicate that a rising slope
at low stellar masses exists at least since redshift 0.6. We do not
draw any conclusion on the highest redshift bin since the points
at Log(Mstellar < 10 are likely affected by strong incompleteness.
Indeed we observe a strong evolution in the fraction of passive
galaxies with stellar mass Log(Mstellar < 10 at these redshifts
(see Figure2) which is not found in studies on the global popu-
lation of galaxies (Bundy et al. 2006, e.g.).
Interestingly, such a steep slope is not found in groups, where
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α tends to be less negative in higher mass groups. As a test we
perform a fit of the groups data-points with a double Schechter
function having a slope as steep as the field. This functional
form does not adequately describe our data: it underestimates
the number density of galaxies at intermediate mass and strongly
overestimate that of dwarf galaxies within structures. Therefore
we conclude that the distribution of the field and groups’ GSMF
cannot be described by a function with the same value of α2.
When examining the change in the shape of the GSMF it is
clear the growing influence of the environmental effects switch-
ing from field to low and high mass groups. In particular the
environmental component rises so strongly in high mass groups
that it is impossible to obtain a robust fit for the primary com-
ponent. We therefore choose to fit high mass groups as a single
Schechter function.
Finally our M∗ values for the high-mass component are 0.1–
0.2 dex larger M∗ for groups compared to the field at all red-
shifts, corresponding to a growth in mass by ∼40%. Merging
after the shut off of star formation, thus called “dry” merging
(van Dokkum 2005, e.g.), can contribute to the growth of the
mass of passive galaxies in groups. Our estimate is in agreement
with estimates at redshift zero, according to which dry mergers
should not increase the mass of passive massive galaxies of more
than ∼45% (Nipoti et al. 2009).
It is worth stressing that a double Schechter function is not
the only fitting function that adequately describes the observed
GSMF. For example a good description of the data can also
be achieved by parametrizing the low mass component of the
GSMF with a power-law with a more than exponential cut-off.
In general no conclusion can be drawn confidently on the GSMF
shape in the region where low mass an high mass component
overlap (see also discussion in Drory et al. 2009).
Indeed other descriptions of the GSMF have been proposed in
the literature. For example Yang et al. (2009) describe the GSMF
of SDSS-DR7 galaxy groups as a double power law, and find it
fitting adequately the GSMF of optical groups found in SDSS-
DR7 data. This model is defined as:
Φ(Mstellar) = Φ0 (Mstellar/M0)
α
(x0 + (Mstellar/M0)4)β . (5)
We fit our data with this model: this model can adequately de-
scribe the total GSMF of COSMOS groups but we find it to be a
worse description of the passive GSMF of low mass groups than
the adopted double Schechter function, being unable to describe
its dip at intermediate masses.
4. Baryon Fraction in Star Forming and Passive
Galaxies
We integrate the GSMFs down to 109 M⊙ to obtain an estimate
of the total stellar mass in passive and star forming galaxies in
different environments. We compare this quantity with the total
amount of baryons available, estimated as M200×fb, where fb is
the baryonic fraction from WMAP7 (Dunkley et al. 2008). The
resulting quantity represents the fraction of baryons in galaxies,
which is an indication on how efficiently the conversion of
baryons into stars acts as a function of redshift and total halo
mass (similarly as in Mandelbaum et al. 2006). Figure 11
reveals many interesting trends in the relation between baryon
conversion efficiency and galaxy properties.
We find that star forming galaxies in low mass groups have
the highest conversion efficiency: when compared to passive
galaxies in the same environments the difference amounts to at
Fig. 11: Fraction of baryons in galaxies estimated as the integral of the
GSMF over the total mass times the cosmic baryon fraction.
Error bars are estimated from Montecarlo iterations over the
confidence limits of the best fitting parameters in the GSMF.
Empty symbols represent star forming galaxies and, the filled
ones passive galaxies. Circles represent low mass groups, tri-
angles high mass groups.
least a factor of two at all redshifts. Interestingly, independent
measures of the baryonic conversion efficiency through galaxy-
galaxy lensing find a similar result (Mandelbaum et al. 2006).
We also note that star forming galaxies in high mass groups
show a much lower contribution to the baryon fraction than the
low mass ones, at low redshift. Indeed the fraction of baryons
in star forming galaxies in high mass groups is roughly a factor
of 1.5 lower than in low mass groups: although the significance
of this result is less than a two sigma, it is suggested that in
more massive halos the fraction of baryons locked up in star
forming galaxies is lower. A similar result is found in RCS2
using galaxy-galaxy lensing (van Uitert et al. 2011).
Conversely the amount of baryons in passive galaxies, appears
to be similar in low mass and high mass groups, being already
set at redshift 0.8–1.0. The difference between the fraction
of baryons in star forming and passive galaxies holds (if not
increased) also at higher redshift, being set already at redshift
0.8. On the other hand the difference in the contribution of star
forming galaxies to the baryonic fraction seems to be smaller at
high redshifts, where the two values are more similar due to an
increased amount of baryons locked in star forming galaxies in
high redshift massive groups.
5. The average stellar mass fraction in groups:
comparison with previous work
A straightforward outcome from our analysis is the average stel-
lar mass fraction in groups in the redshift/total mass bin de-
scribed in the previous sections. We can quickly compute the
average stellar mass fraction within R200 by summing over the
groups’ total GSMF down to the completeness mass for each
redshift bin and correcting these value for the statistical con-
tribution of lower mass galaxies (1% at z<0.5 and 9% at 0.5<
z <1.0; Giodini et al. 2009). We then divide the ensuing num-
ber the summed M200 of the groups considered. These values are
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Fig. 9: Upper Panel:Schechter function fit to the GSMF for passive galaxies in the field. The dashed line marks the convolved Schechter function,
the solid one the “true” Schechter function. The magenta and blue lines represents the two components of the double Schechter function
(in red). The solid vertical line marks the completeness stellar mass. Lower Panel: the same as for the upper panel but for low mass groups.
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Fig. 10: Schechter function fit to the GSMF for passive galaxies in high mass groups. The dashed line represents the convolved Schechter function,
the solid one the “true” Schechter function. The GSMF of massive groups is adequately described by a single Schechter function (see
text). The solid vertical line marks the completeness stellar mass.
showed as black points in Figure 123. As a consistency check
we compare our average stellar mass fraction with those pub-
lished in Giodini et al. (2009) for low mass groups. We correct
these values for a Chabrier IMF and for the additional system-
atic shift by ∼0.2-0.4 dex between K-band and SED computed
stellar masses discussed in Ilbert et al. (2010) (we use 0.3 dex as
an average value).
We also compare our results with the recently published aver-
age groups’ stellar mass fractions by Leauthaud et al. (2011) :
these authors constrain the fraction of stars in group-sized haloes
by using a statistical Halo Occupation Distribution model that
jointly constrained by data from lensing, clustering, and the stel-
lar mass function. In Figure 12, we show the comparison of the
values of average stellar mass fraction computed from the com-
posite GSMF for low mass groups (M200 <6×1013M⊙) to that
found in Giodini et al. (2009) and Leauthaud et al. (2011) for
similar average total masses (we approximate the difference be-
tween M200 and M500 to 30%, which corresponds to the differ-
ence for NFW haloes with concentration equal 5). 4
Reassuringly, Figure 12 shows a broad agreement between the
three measurement, even if computed with different methods,
confirming the robustness of the estimated stellar mas fraction
values. The significantly lower value of the average stellar mass
fraction at z∼0.4 is not surprising since there is a lack of massive
galaxies in COSMOS at this redshift. (see also Pannella et al.
2009).
6. The sSFR in galaxy groups
In order to better understand the differences in the galaxy stel-
lar mass function between groups and the field, we analyse the
distribution of the specific star formation rate (sSFR=SFR/M,
where M is the stellar mass of a galaxy). The specific star for-
3 Note that these values cannot be directly compared with those in
Figure 11 since those are computed by integrating the mass function
down to a different stellar mass.
4 Since the difference in the median mass between low and high mass
groups sample is only a factor of 2-4 (at low-high redshift, respectively),
the comparison looks very similar to that at low redshift and we decide
not to show these points on the plot for clarity.
Fig. 12: Black points show the average stellar mass fraction for low
mass COSMOS X-ray groups sample computed by summing
over the composite GSMF at each redshift. These values are
compared with the average stellar mass fraction presented in
Giodini et al. 2009 (dashed region). Grey points are the stel-
lar mass fraction computed by Leauthaud et al. (2011), also on
COSMOS X-ray detected groups but by using HOD analysis.
The arrows show the upper and lower bounds of the systematic
errors on the stellar mass estimates at low redshift as estimated
by Leauthaud et al. (2011).
mation rate is a side product of the SED fitting of the photomet-
ric points for each galaxy performed by Ilbert et al. (2009). In
Figure 13 we show the sSFR as a function of the stellar mass for
galaxies associated to groups (in red) and to the field (in yellow),
while circles mark the median values of the distributions in stel-
lar mass bins.
The distributions in the two environments cover approximately
the same region in the plane; when plotting the median values
in bins of mass the median sSFR in the field (empty circles) is
higher than in groups (solid circles). However, even if the dif-
ference between the two median values is not significant at all
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stellar masses, when comparing the individual values, it is signif-
icant that the values of median SSFR in groups are consistently
lower than those in the field. The inset histograms in Figure 13
show the distribution of the difference in dex between these me-
dian values: at low redshift the typical discrepancy amounts to
∼0.2 dex.
This difference is not unexpected since it has already been shown
that the median sSFR, at least in massive galaxies, declines as a
function of local density (Kauffman at al 2004; Patel et al. 2009).
The difference we find is similar to that found using SFR mea-
surement from MIPS sources in different environment (Patel et
al. 2009; green points in Fig. 13).
Our finding suggests that the population of star forming galax-
ies is somehow modified in its capability of forming stars, by
the presence of a surrounding environment. To strengthen this
point we perform a KS test on the data–points to test if the sS-
FRs in groups and field are consistent with being drawn from
the same distribution. We only consider points above the highest
completeness mass. The associated probabilities are below 1%
at all redshifts, suggesting that the two distributions are different
at a high level of significance. Indeed if we compute the normal-
ized cumulative sSFR distribution in the different environments
and compare the median sSFR above the completeness mass,
this value is lower for groups than field. This means that low
mass groups show an excess of low-sSFR galaxies.
These results suggests that the distribution of sSFR is strongly
modified when a galaxy enters in a structure, in agreement with
recent findings of a ‘reduced star-formation’ galaxy population
in groups and clusters(Vulcani et al. 2010b; Balogh et al. 2010).
Having a large range of redshift for both field and groups envi-
ronment, we can point out that the field distribution at redshifts
0.2–0.4 resembles that of groups at z=0.6–0.8 by matching the
median of their cumulative sSFR distributions. If the difference
in sSFR distribution corresponds an age difference, it suggests a
delay by ∼3 Gyr between field and groups. A similar delay be-
tween higher and lower density environments has been quoted
by Bolzonella et al. (2010).
Finally Figure 14 shows the distribution of highly star form-
ing (>1M⊙ y−1) galaxies in groups (red histogram) and the field
(line-filled histogram). The two distributions do not exhibit sig-
nificant differences at z>0.4, while at lower redshift we note that
the galaxies with higher star formation rates (>30 M⊙ y−1) are
completely absent in X-ray selected groups.
7. Discussion
The analysis of the galaxy stellar mass function revealed intrigu-
ing differences between groups and the field. Interpreting these
differences can tell us how the build up of the stellar mass in
galaxies (which is a local process) is affected by global proper-
ties of the parent halo. In the following sections we discuss our
results.
7.1. Star Forming Galaxies
In our analysis we show that the stellar mass distribution of star
forming galaxies can be described as a single Schechter func-
tion at all redshifts and in all the environments examined in this
work (field, high and low mass groups). However, at z=0.2–0.4
low-mass groups exhibit a galaxy stellar mass distribution where
the characteristic mass tends to be larger and the slope less neg-
ative than the corresponding parameters of the field GSMF. The
tendency towards a 50% larger characteristic mass of the star
forming galaxies in low-mass groups with respect to the field
Fig. 14: Distribution of SFRs for highly star forming galaxies (SFR>
1M⊙ y−1) in groups (red) and field (grey hatched bars).
holds when the slope of the star forming GSMF is set to be equal
to -1.4. The same is not seen in larger systems, where the frac-
tion of red galaxies increases at a given mass: it is likely that
such galaxies have been quenched more efficiently in massive
groups, explaining the difference in characteristic stellar mass
for star forming galaxies between these two environments.
A possible explanation for the presence of massive star forming
galaxies in groups may be that the quenching is proceeding at
a slower pace in groups than in massive clusters, enabling these
systems to retain for a longer time the necessary fuel for star for-
mation. Interaction with the surrounding hot gas in groups may
lead to rejuvenation of the star formation (Gavazzi&Jaffe 1985).
However, our analysis of the specific star formation rate distri-
bution indicates that the median values are lower in these envi-
ronments at least since redshift 0.8, suggesting that rejuvenation
may be prevented in galaxy groups. This indication is supported
by the presence of a large fraction of galaxies with intermediate
color (“gren valley” galaxies) and reduced star formation rates,
in galaxy groups at z∼0.8 (Balogh et al. 2010).
Therefore, if the same process is responsible for quenching star
formation in groups and more massive structures, our findings
suggest that this process is downsized or slowed down in galaxy
groups. As a consequence, in the two-process scenario drawn by
Peng et al. 2010, the ”mass quenching”, driven by feedback pro-
cesses, may depend also on the environment.
Furthermore we find that the fraction of star forming galax-
ies is larger in the field than in groups, at any stellar mass.
The ensuing suggestion that the field hosts a star formation
activity which is more extended in time is supported by the
larger values of sSFR obtained for field galaxies with respect
to those in groups. This finding complements results obtained
with smaller samples by Patel et al. (2009) and in more mas-
sive structures by Vulcani et al. (2010a). Interestingly the same
is not found in similar analysis performed on optically detected
groups (McGee et al. 2011), which may indicate that the quench-
ing strength is larger in the evolved and virialized X-ray detected
systems. If galaxy groups significantly contribute to globally re-
duce the star formation, environmental effects already effective
on groups’ scale, such as strangulation, are important in shap-
ing the distribution of galaxy properties in more massive struc-
tures. Furthermore our results agree with a scenario in which
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Fig. 13: Specific star formation rate versus stellar mass for star forming galaxies in groups (red) and the field (yellow). Individual points are
re-binned in hexagons and only bins with more than two counts are shown. Black filled points show the median for the groups, empty
ones for the field. Inset histograms show the distribution of the difference between the median relation in groups and in the field. Green
symbols at z=0.8-1.0 are obtained from MIPS stacking by Patel et al. (2009) and represent the field (crosses), groups (plus sign) and
clusters (diamonds).
environment regulates the time-scales of star formation history
as suggested by observations of cluster and field galaxies at high
redshift (Rettura et al. 2011).
Another interesting feature of the characteristic mass of star
forming galaxies in groups is its remarkable stability between
redshift 0.2 and 1.0. As already suggested by Peng et al. 2010,
this fact can be understood if the mass quenching proceeds at
the same pace as the star formation rate. Indeed if feedback
processes are responsible for the quenching of star formation
in massive galaxies, this dependence is expected (Kaviraj et al.
2007). As a consequence, if the star formation rate is decreased
in groups, so is the mass quenching, supporting the interpreta-
tion for the presence of more massive star forming galaxies than
in the field.
Furthermore, our findings confirm that galaxy evolution is faster
in higher density environments, as indicated by the more rapid
decline in the fraction of star forming galaxies in groups than
in the field. By matching the cumulative distributions of sSFR
in different environments, we estimated the delay between low
mass groups and field being roughly 3 Gyr. This corresponds
to a growth by 3×109 M⊙ in stellar mass assuming the star for-
mation rate of a typical galaxy as the Milky Way (∼1 M⊙ y−1).
This amount is much lower than the difference in characteris-
tic mass between groups and field, indicating that the field will
never reach the mass distribution of groups, where the build up
of mass has been more efficient. Consistently, only field galax-
ies exhibit values of the SFR that exceeds 30 M⊙y−1 at z<0.4.
These results point towards a strong evolution of the SFR per
unit of halo mass at z< 0.4, in agreement with recent results
from Herschel data (Popesso et al. 2010).
A synthetic view of the previously described behaviours is of-
fered by the redshift dependence of the star forming galaxy frac-
tion shown in Figure 8 for the three environments considered
in this work: there are less and less star forming galaxies as
the universe ages, but the denser the environment the lower this
fraction. In other words, groups are intermediate environments
when considering the Butcher-Oemler effect (Kauffmann 1995;
Wilman et al. 2005; Gerke et al. 2007).
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A word of caution should be spent when considering the evo-
lution with redshift of the low mass systems examined in this
paper. In fact, due to the bias towards brightest systems at higher
redshifts introduced by the X-ray selection, the median mass of
low mass groups at z=0.8–1.0 is a factor of two higher than
that at z=0.2–0.4. Therefore in this work we do not aim at con-
straining the properties of the progenitors of low redshift groups,
whereas at describing how groups with similar M200 appear at
different epochs. In general a higher median mass does not af-
fect largely our results on SFR and baryonic fraction evolution,
but turns our results in lower limits on the evolution. Indeed both
these quantities decrease with increasing mass, diminishing the
strength of the evolutionary trend. In order to confidently draw
conclusions on the evolution of the GSMF a further work on a
complementary sample of high redshift low mass groups from
Chandra Deep Field South is ongoing (Giodini et al. in prepara-
tion).
Finally our analysis highlighted environmentally dependent dif-
ferences in the amount of baryons locked in stars in different
types of galaxies.
Low mass groups show a higher fraction of star forming galaxies
when compared to high mass groups and clusters. Translating
this to the amount of baryons corresponding to star forming
galaxies, 15% of the baryons are distributed in stars within star
forming galaxies in low mass groups at z=0.2–0.4, but only 10%
in higher mass systems. Thus, in spite of the fractional increase
of the number of passive systems at later epochs, about two
thirds of the total stellar mass of a group (excluding the intra-
cluster light) is locked in star forming galaxies at z=0.3.
Furthermore, the large amount of baryons in star forming galax-
ies in low mass groups is already settled at redshift 0.8 and it
may be evolving towards a lower value at z=0.8–1.0.
In Giodini et al. (2009) we found that the fraction of stars per
unit halo mass ( fstar) is a function of M200 for systems with
1013 <M200 <1015 M⊙ at z<1. Interestingly, the difference in
fstar between groups of M200 corresponding to the median for
low and high mass groups used in this work is comparable with
that in the fraction of baryons locked in star forming galaxies.
This suggests that a relative excess of baryons in star forming
galaxies within low mass groups can explain the difference in
fstarin groups of different M200.
At a first glance we could try to explain the higher fraction
of baryons with a recent infall of star forming galaxies in low
mass groups. If so we would expect that the total stellar mass
in star forming galaxies does not dependent on the total mass
of the structure (i.e. on its volume), but on the collecting area.
Assuming that the total stellar mass of passive galaxies is a
good tracer of the total mass of the system, we expect that
MSFG
Mpassive ∝ 1R200 . However we find that the average growth of the
amount of baryons locked in star forming galaxies as a function
of M200 is faster than that predicted using the median mass of
our group subsamples (a factor of 2 against 1.5). This leads us
to the conclusion that galaxy groups of ∼3×1013 M⊙ may have
a more efficient conversion of baryons into stars. A first tanta-
lizing evidence of an enhanced baryonic conversion efficiency
in galaxy groups was found by McGaugh et al. (2010). We con-
firm this result and in addition show that the excess baryons are
locked in star-forming galaxies.
It is worth noticing that the enhanced baryonic conversion effi-
ciency in less massive galaxy systems likely has a higher metal
enrichment as a consequence. Interestingly, this is found at the
mass regime of clusters in the local Universe (Zhang et al. 2011).
7.2. Passive Galaxies
The analysis of the data presented in this paper show the
existence of passively evolving galaxies with stellar masses
larger than 1010M⊙ up to redshift 1, whatever the surrounding
environment (i.e. both in the field, high and low mass groups).
This is a signature of an origin likely not connected with the
large scale environment, but with processes internal to massive
galaxies (the so called “feedback”).
These passive galaxies dominate the whole population of
galaxies with stellar mass larger than 1010M⊙ at all redshifts in
groups, while in the field they become dominant only at z<0.6.
On the other hand, the population of low mass passive galaxies
(M<1010M⊙ ) builds up since z=1 in a continuous fashion, both
in groups and in the field. Interestingly, the difference in the
GSMF of passive galaxies between groups and field decreases
by a factor of 2–3 from z=0.8–1.0 to z=0.2–0.4, indicating that
field and groups were increasingly similar at higher redshift.
At the same time, the number density of passively evolving
galaxies with stellar masses in the range of 2×109–2×1010
M⊙ is lower in the field than in groups. This difference increases
when more massive groups are considered, which suggests the
existence of a process of “secular quenching” that depends both
on environment and stellar mass.
Therefore, the GSMF of passive galaxies cannot be described
by a single Schechter function whenever the data extend to
Log(M/M⊙)<10 (at z<0.8). In this case a suitable fit is achieved
by using a double Schechter function, where the second compo-
nent is sensible to the behaviour of lower mass galaxies.
When using this parametrization, we find the slope of the low
mass component of the mass function for passive galaxies to be
different between the groups and the field. This slope is quite
steep (∼-1.8) in the field at odds with predictions based on SDSS
and zCOSMOS data (Peng et al. 2010), according to which it
should be as steep as that of star forming galaxies. The groups
GSMF, instead, behaves as prescribed by the predictions, with
a low mass slope that is compatible with that of star forming
galaxies.
Interestingly, a hint for a rising slope at low mass can be
seen in Ilbert et al. (2010) (their Fig. 11), despite the higher
cut in stellar mass due to the selection according to IRAC
photometry. The latter authors divide their sample according
to morphology: interestingly the rising slope disappears for
quiescent galaxies with an elliptical morphology. Therefore
the low mass upturn is likely to be associated with quenched
galaxies which are not ellipticals. These galaxies are connected
to environmental processes already active in groups such as gas
stripping and starvation caused by a diffuse intra-group medium,
or harassment. Indeed it is likely that the low mass component
of the GSMF stems from quenching of satellite galaxies due
to environmental effect (“environmental quenching”), while
the high mass component is subject to events that shut off star
formation via feedback processes (“mass–quenching”). The
model of galaxy evolution suggested by (Peng et al. 2010)
predict the low mass slope to be the same in all environments,
since environmental quenching is assumed to be independent on
the halo mass.
The presence of an upturn in our data is likely enhanced by
the lack of intermediate mass galaxies in the field. This effect
produces a “wiggle” in the GSMF between 109-1010 M⊙ , which
may be explained by a delayed appearance of passive galaxies of
this mass in the field. A similar interpretation has been proposed
by Tanaka et al. (2005) in a study on the build up of the faint
end of the red sequence as a function of the environment.
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They found that the ratio of giant (Log(M/M⊙ )>10.6) to dwarf
(9.7<Log(M/M⊙ )<10.6) red sequence galaxies is larger in
the field at any redshift, indicating that such faint galaxies are
relative rare in the field.
Therefore our finding suggest that the build up of the the
secondary quenched component is independent of the stellar
mass in groups, as witnessed by the flatness of the slope of
the GSMF, whereas in the field the quenching of low mass
galaxies depends on their stellar mass. In particular the very
steep slope found at Log(M/M⊙ )<9.5 indicates a preferential
quenching of such galaxies. Interestingly, semi–analytic models
implementing the latest recipes of galaxy evolution fails to
reproduce the fraction of dwarf passive satellites in structures,
leading to an overproduction of low mass quenched galaxies
(Weinmann et al. 2011, e.g.). Current models struggle in justify-
ing the destruction of these low mass galaxies via environmental
processes, however the introduction of an environmental depen-
dence in the quenching process, as suggested by our data, may
alleviate this problem.
8. Conclusions
In this paper we investigate the distribution of stellar mass in
galaxies within X-ray detected galaxy groups in the COSMOS
survey.
After building the composite distributions for a sample of 160
groups divided into two sub-samples of high and low mass
groups, we investigate the shape of the distribution for passive
and star forming galaxies, comparing it to that of the field.
Our analysis sheds light on how the transition between star-
forming and passive galaxies occurs in different environments.
In particular, we highlight how the field builds up at low red-
shift a population of low mass (M<109.5 M⊙ ) quenched galaxies
which does not appear in groups and we unveil the slower build
up of an intermediate mass (109.5 <M<1010.5 M⊙ ) quenched
component in the field. As a consequence the distribution of stel-
lar mass for passive galaxies shows differences in the shape be-
tween the groups and the field.
On the other hand, the stellar mass distribution of star forming
galaxies is similar in the shape in all the environments and can be
adequately described by a single Schechter function. However,
we find indication for the bulk of the stellar mass in star forming
galaxies being more massive in low mass groups then in high
mass groups at low redshift (M200 <6×1013), and we interpret
this as the the quenching process acting at a slower pace.
More generally we find that the distribution of sSFR is different
between X-ray detected groups and the field, with groups show-
ing median star formation rates lower than the field at all stellar
masses, and we estimate the delay between field and structures
to be ∼ 3 Gyr. Accordingly the fraction of star forming galaxies
in groups is lower than in the field at all redshifts, with low mass
groups being intermediate between field and more massive sys-
tems. In general the significance of the above findings decreases
at high redshifts, suggesting that groups and field may be shar-
ing more similar properties at z∼1.
Finally, we find that despite the increase of the passive popu-
lation at lower redshift, at z=0.2-0.4 groups have two thirds of
their stellar mass locked in star forming galaxies and low mass
groups exhibit a larger fraction of baryons in star forming galax-
ies, in agreement with recent findings suggesting that that these
systems convert more efficiently baryons into stars.
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Table 3: Schechter Best Fit Parameters to the GSMF of Star Forming Galaxies
z V [Mpc3] φ log(M∗h−2) α φα=−1.4a log(M∗α=−1.4 h−2)a
LOW MASS GROUPS
0.2-0.4 34.28 20.206.006.00 10.820.140.12 -1.350.040.04 14.961.801.72 10.920.110.10
0.4-0.6 16.81 30.2810.008.00 10.620.140.12 -1.230.080.08 13.491.881.76 10.890.120.10
0.6-0.8 25.20 37.1312.0010.00 10.810.120.12 -1.290.080.08 22.462.602.48 10.970.090.09
0.8-1.0 15.63 65.8624.0020.00 10.590.140.12 -1.030.160.16 23.183.483.20 10.920.100.09
HIGH MASS GROUPS
0.2-0.4 11.30 12.906.006.00 10.590.180.16 -1.310.080.08 7.551.321.24 10.770.160.16
0.8-1.0 16.80 39.7012.0010.00 10.770.120.12 -1.210.080.08 19.573.162.76 10.990.100.12
FIELD
0.2-0.4 0.56 × 106 273.0220.0020.00 10.670.040.04 -1.380.020.02 242.385.005.00 10.710.000.05
0.4-0.6 1.25 × 106 397.4530.0028.00 10.710.040.04 -1.360.020.02 318.6010.0010.00 10.790.100.05
0.6-0.8 1.97 × 106 656.2046.0044.00 10.740.040.04 -1.380.020.02 608.2715.0015.00 10.770.100.05
0.8-1.0 2.62 × 106 2252.97136.00132.00 10.520.040.04 -1.090.040.04 965.1925.0025.00 10.790.150.05
Notes. (a) Obtained fixing the slope α to -1.4
Table 4: Schechter Best Fit Parameters to the GSMF of Passive Galaxies
z V [Mpc3] φ1 log(M∗1 h−2) α1a φ2 log(M∗2 h−2)b α2c
LOW MASS GROUPS
0.2-0.4 34.28 53.4414.0015.00 10.630.100.15 -0.35 11.506.505.00 10.82 -1.260.070.10
0.4-0.6 16.81 46.148.008.00 10.670.080.06 -0.40 4.680.900.85 10.92 -1.26
0.6-0.8 25.20 82.9410.0010.00 10.680.060.06 -0.40 1.481.201.25 10.89 -1.26
0.8-1.0 15.63 75.662.0022.00 10.600.060.02 -0.40 - - -
HIGH MASS GROUPS
0.2-0.4 11.30 32.858.008.00 10.670.120.10 -0.99 – – –
0.8-1.0 16.80 67.8818.0018.00 10.640.140.12 -0.56 – – –
FIELD
0.2-0.4 0.56 × 106 447.1719.0018.00 10.440.020.02 -0.38 2.541.020.78 10.67 -1.880.060.06
0.4-0.6 1.25 × 106 521.4718.0016.00 10.540.020.02 -0.40 1.530.150.15 10.71 -1.88
0.6-0.8 1.97 × 106 799.4920.0020.00 10.590.020.02 -0.40 – – –
0.8-1.0 2.62 × 106 1170.5428.0028.00 10.530.020.02 -0.40 – – –
Notes. (a) Fixed to -0.4 at z>0.4.
(b) Fixed to the value of M∗α=−1.4 found for star forming galaxies.
(c) Fixed to the low redshift value at z>0.4.
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Appendix A: Galaxy Stellar Mass Distributions
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Table A.1. Galaxy Stellar Mass Distribution of the COSMOS Groups and Field. We list the GSMF for all the galaxies (NSFG) and separately for
passive (Npassive) and star forming (NSFG) galaxies in the different environments. The groups GSMF is background subtracted.
Log(M) NSFG Npassive Nall NSFG Npassive Nall NSFG Npassive Nall
z=0.2–0.4
8.125 161.9270.46178.23 13.07
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0.67
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226.17 1568
1524.50
1632.57
9.375 82.7565.96101.26 49.18
34.76
62.21 131.93
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156.72 37.38
22.31
50.21 28.61
19.99
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Log(M) NSFG Npassive Nall NSFG Npassive Nall NSFG Npassive Nall
LOW MASS GROUPS HIGH MASS GROUPS FIELD
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Log(M) NSFG Npassive Nall NSFG Npassive Nall NSFG Npassive Nall
LOW MASS GROUPS HIGH MASS GROUPS FIELD
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